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Big questions & experimental observables

 What is the initial state that 
the plasma forms from?

 How can it thermalize so 
quickly?

 What does the QCD phase 
diagram look like? Does it 
contain a critical point?

 What are QGP properties?

 What, exactly, is inside QGP? 

Discrete quarks and gluons? 
pure fields? Clumps?

Constituents scale 
dependent!

 How do partons interact with 
the plasma? 2

 g in pp & pA, g-h and h-h 
correlations, h for pdf’s

 ???  g or e+e-

Correlations and fluctuations?

 Correlations and fluctuations

Energy dependence of flow & 
jet quenching

 Flow, energy loss, D & B, qq

 Heavy quark scattering & 
diffusion & energy loss, parton
Rutherford scattering (jets)

 Radiated particles; jet yields, 
jet properties & correlations
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High luminosity colliders to make QGP

Collide heavy ions for max temperature & volume

p+p and p/d+A for comparison

Relativistic Heavy Ion ColliderLarge Hadron Collider

CERN in Geneve

Pb+Pb @ 2.76 TeV/A

Brookhaven in New York

Au+Au @ 200 GeV/A



Stochastic cooling keeps bunches tight
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 Coulomb interactions among 
highly charged ions blow up 
the beam bunches

 Measure and send correcting 
kick to outliers (at each go-
round) 

Huge increase in beam 
lifetime and luminosity!
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heavy ion collision & diagnostics

PCM & clust. hadronization

NFD

NFD & hadronic TM

PCM & hadronic TM

CYM & LGT

string & hadronic TM

p, K, p, n, f, L, D, X, W, d,

Hadrons qqq baryons & qq mesons

reflect (thermal) properties when 

inelastic collisions stop 

not possible to measure as a function of time

nature integrates over the entire collision history

thermal radiation     

(g, g* e+e-, m+m-)

Hot QGP

e, pressure builds up

Hard scattered q,g

(short wavelength) 

probes of plasma

formed

time 
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study plasma with radiated  
& “probe” particles

 as a function of transverse momentum
90° is where the action is (max T, r)

pL between the two beams: midrapidity

 pT < 1.5 GeV/c
“thermal” particles 
radiated from bulk medium
“internal” plasma probes

 pT > 3 GeV/c
large Etot (high pT or M)
set scale other than T(plasma)
autogenerated “external” probe
describe by perturbative QCD

 control probe: photons
EM, not strong interaction
Produced by QCD Compton 
scattering or q-qbar annihilation

PCM & clust. hadronization

NFD

NFD & hadronic TM

PCM & hadronic TM

CYM & LGT

string & hadronic TM

# scales as Npart

# scales as Ncoll
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Control: colored objects lose energy, photons don’t

VERY opaque! Lots of gluon 

radiation (bremsstrahlung)

Nuclear modification factor:
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Control: p+A (or d+A)

 Well, we thought so

Jet quenching not seen in these (so far…)

 High multiplicity p+A and even p+p are another story

They show flow! Hydro seems to work…

Small droplets of plasma? Paradigm shift?

Expect some lively discussions at this meeting
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How to measure all this stuff?
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Detectors w/ large acceptance, high DAQ 
rate, good particle ID
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ALICE



ATLAS and CMS
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ATLAS & CMS special goodies

 Very large acceptance (many units of rapidity)

 Hermetic

 Excellent calorimetry – electromagnetic and hadronic

 Sophisticated triggering

 Extremely high data rate capability

 Less particle ID than dedicated heavy ion detectors

 Not optimized for soft particles
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HEP experiments with superb performance & granularity

But those girls and guys are very clever! Look for jet and 
high pT results, but also soft hadron correlations



PID in ALICE
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Collision centrality
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Use Glauber model of nucleons in the nucleus

calculate # of participant nucleons Npart

# of binary NN collisions Ncoll



Glauber model: calculate probabilities
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b

bB

bA
zB

zA

Nucleus B
Nucleus A

volume element in B: dbBdzB

volume element in A: dbAdzA

Probability of finding a nucleon in volume element B =

rB(bB,zB) dbBdzB (rB is nuclear density * nucleons in B)



Hot, dense gluonic matter is surprising 
Are cold dense gluons wierd too?

 Look deep in a nucleus: gluons are numerous

 At high density

what then?

 This is our initial state in heavy ion collisions!

1/QS
2

B
F

K
L

DGLAP

Increasing probe energy 
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Observables

 Compare p+A to p+p for gluon distribution in A

Use QCD Compton scattering

What to measure to study 

thermalization (pre-equilib)?

 Penetrating probes

g or e+e- emitted during thermalization?

 Lasting probes (which may survive later stages)

Correlations and fluctuations among groups of particles?

Pre-equilibrium flow? 17



Measuring photons
 Two ways to measure photons

 Big backgrounds
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calorimetry

conversions



QCD Phase Diagram

Nu Xu has told you 
all about this

19
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minimum h at phase boundary?

Csernai, Kapusta & McLerran 

PRL97, 152303 (2006)

quark gluon plasma

minimum observed in other strongly coupled systems –

kinetic part of h decreases with G while potential part increases 

strongly coupled dusty plasma

B. Liu and J. Goree, 

cond-mat/0502009
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Quark Gluon plasma properties

 thermodynamic properties (equilibrium)
T, P, r

Equation Of State (relation btwn T, P, V, energy density)

vsound, static screening length

 transport properties (non-equilibrium)
particle number, energy, momentum, charge

diffusion           sound      viscosity   conductivity

In plasma: interactions among charges of multiple particles

charge is spread, screened in characteristic (Debye) length, lD

also the case for strong, rather than EM force



Is there a relevant color screening 
length in QGP?

 Plasma: interactions among charges of multiple particles spreads 
charge into characteristic (Debye) length, lD

particles inside Debye sphere screen each other

 Strongly coupled = few (~1-2) particles in Debye sphere

Partial screening -> liquid-like properties

 Test QGP screening with heavy quark bound states

Do they survive? 

All? None? Some? Which size?
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Lose some and gain some
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 QGP screens primordial c-cbar and b-bbar

Melting depends on binding energy (i.e. size of bound state)

Look at J/y vs. y’ vs. states

 quarks find one another when system cools to T~150 MeV

coalesce to form the hadrons we observe

 Occasionally a c can find a cbar

“regeneration” or “coalescence”

Probability increases with c-cbar pairs 

Increases with beam energy

Confuses measurements of melting

 Measure energy & quark mass dependence to sort out 

 b’s are rare, so is a good screening probe

 Initial state affects c&b production – so must measure p+A!

J/Ψ

c

c



Statistical production of J/y
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J/Ψ

c

c

rLHC > rRHIC

J/yLHC > J/yRHIC

Look for results on color screening
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Many types of strongly coupled matter

Quark gluon plasma is like other systems with strong coupling 
- all flow and exhibit phase transitions

Cold atoms: 

coldest & hottest 

matter on earth 

are alike!

Dusty plasmas & 

warm, dense plasmas

have liquid and even 

crystalline phases

Strongly correlated 

condensed matter:

liquid crystal 

phases and 

superconductors   

In all these cases have a competition:

Attractive forces  repulsive force or kinetic energy

High Tc superconductors: magnetic vs. potential energy

Result:  many-body interactions, not pairwise!

QCD is a great test lab: we know the Lagrangian!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrL2ELkQOiE&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrL2ELkQOiE&feature=player_embedded
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Raging debate: 
WHAT is inside the hot dense QCD plasma?*
Individual gluons?

Pure fields?

Multi-gluons that continuously

split & re-form?

i.e. composite quasiparticles

(in classical liquids voids fill this role)

Energy loss: radiative? elastic? 

Excite collective modes in QGP?

q q
g

L
* Answer 
depends on the 
distance scale



Energy loss depends on medium density

 In dilute medium

Independent processes: bremsstrahlung & scattering

Calculate probabilities and add them up

Independent radiations follow Bethe-Heitler

 In dense medium

Mean free path is short: l = s/r

Formation time of radiated gluon: t = w/kT
2

Transverse momentum of radiated gluon: kT
2=nm2

# of collisions n=L/l, m=typical pT transfer in 1 scattering

l,m are properties of the medium, combine to q= √m2/l

 Coherence in the dense medium!

Next scattering takes place faster than gluon formation

Add amplitudes for all multiple scatterings

In QCD this increases the energy loss!

some evidence for coherence already in cold matter! 27



Probe what’s inside?

 AdS/CFT says QGP is a strongly interacting field

Interact with this QGP as with a tiny black hole

No particles to hit, none can survive inside. Eloss collective excitations
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In plasma: interactions among charges of multiple particles

charge is spread, screened in characteristic (Debye) length, lD

also the case for strong, rather than EM force … Effect on collisions?

 radiation (bremsstrahlung)

 collisional energy loss

D

S. Gubser



Multiple jet probes = many insights 
 Hadrons

Single high pT hadrons (leading jet fragments)

di-hadron correlations

 Reconstructed jets (reconstructed jets depend on algorithm)

Single jets                  but fragmentation doesn’t matter

<di-jets> or jet-h correlations

 Gamma-jet correlations   (photon tags jet energy)

g-h correlations

<g-reconstructed jet>

 Construct the variables: RAA, IAA, AJ, q-hat

Nuclear modification:

Jet asymmetry: 

Jet transport coefficient: q= m2/l; m= <pT transfer> in 1 scattering29
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Where does the lost energy go?

 We don’t know yet! 

 Medium enhances gluon radiation/splitting:

extra gluons at small 

angles (in/near jet cone)

radiated gluons thermalize in
medium (i.e. they’re gone!)

remain correlated with leading

parton, but broaden/change jet

30



Jet Fragmentation function
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D(z) = 1/Njet dN(z)/dz; z = phad/pjet

Measure: count partners per trigger 

as fraction of trigger momentum   

zT = pTa/pTt ~ z for g trigger

x = ln(1/zT)

Modification factor similar to RAA:

FFn experimental challenge:

measure the parton p

Use trigger g or jet
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What happens to more massive probes?

 Diffusion of heavy quarks traversing QGP

Mc ~ 1.3 GeV/c2

 Prediction:  less energy loss than light quarks 

large quark mass reduces phase space for radiated gluons

how many collisions with light quarks???

 Measure via semi-leptonic

decays of mesons containing 

charm or bottom quarks
D Au

Au
D

X e±

pK
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c,b decays via single electron spectrum

compare data to “cocktail” of (measured) hadronic decays

PRL 96, 032301 (2006)



Reconstruct D and B decays to do better

 Silicon detector arrays around beam pipe 

STAR, ALICE, PHENIX

Tag displaced vertex to separate c,b

Reconstruct D & B mesons from their decay hadrons
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D

AuAu D

X e±

pK

D± ct = 310 m



Look for some fabulous new results on 
heavy quarks at this meeting!
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 backup slides



In vacuum

In nucleus

Probe nucleons & nuclei with electrons!

 How many gluons are there?

Measure e+p, e+A e

 How are they distributed?

In space? In momentum?

Measure e+p, e+A e + hadrons, e + g or 
J/y

 How are they correlated inside nucleus?

Measure e+p, e+A

e + ≥ 2 hadrons

 What’s gluon range inside a nucleus?

Measure hadron production
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Calculating transport in QGP

weak coupling limit ∞ strong coupling limit

perturbative QCD not easy! Try a pure field…

kinetic theory, cascades             gravity  supersym 4-d 

interaction of particles (AdS/CFT)

23,32,n2…
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Using the duality

Anti de-Sitter/Conformal Field Theory Correspondence

N=4 Supersymmetric Weakly coupled type IIB

Yang-Mills theory - on AdS5xS5

a field theory similar Dual to gravity near a

to QCD black hole
Maldacena

Predict properties of strongly 

coupled systems (h/s ≥1/4p) &

non-equilibrium processes

(e.g. energy loss) 

“easy” to calculate evolution 

of stress-energy tensor

Applied to strongly correlated          

electron systems, too Son, Policastro, Starinets; Gubser


